
Wednesday’s Exploration Science 
 
Materials: 

Empty tea bags 
Glass plate or pan (NOT plastic) 
A lighter or matches 
Two nickels  
A clear plastic cup 
A match 
A balloon 

Experiment #1- The Great Tea Bag Liftoff 

1. Use scissors to cut off the top of the tea bag, the string and the label. 
2. Empty the tea leaves out of the tea bag.  
3. Unfold and straighten the empty tea bag, opening it so it is in an OPEN cylindrical shape.  
4. Place it right side up on the plate or pan. 
5. Use your lighter, and WITH A PARENT’S HELP, light the top rim of the bag on fire all the 

way around the edge. What is the heat doing to the air both inside and outside the tea 
bag? 
______________________________________________________________________
_______ 

6. Let the bag burn completely to ash and watch as it lifts off the surface and rapidly rises 
into the air.  As the bag cools, it will lower back onto the surface.  Take note of any 
material that remains and describe what you 
see:_______________________________________________________ 

7. Draw a PICTURE or your experiment below: 

 

 
NOTES: 

1. There are three principles that make your great teabag lift off: 
A.   There’s the density difference between the air inside and outside the 
cylindrical shaped tea bag. As the flames move down the bag, they heat the air 
trapped inside. Remember, heated molecules move ________________ and 
spread out inside the tea bag.  These molecules are much farther apart than 
those outside the tea bag where there are cooler molecules.  The air INSIDE  the 
tea bag is less _________ than the air outside. Remember, warmer, less dense 
air rises above cooler, denser air.  



B.  The burning bag generates hot, less dense air inside it and above it. This 
leads to a “thermal” or a convection current of rapidly rising hot air above the 
flames. THINK, HOT AIR BALLOON.  The space inside the tea bag must be filled 
so the cooler, ________ ________ air outside of the burning tea bag rushes in 
from the bottom to fill the space under the heated air. 
C.  As the bag burns, it changes into ash and smoke.The hot smoke rises, lifts 
away, and disperses into the air. Remember: GAS ALWAYS tries to escape and 
spread ___________.  A thin, fragile outline of the tea bag is all that remains. 
Because it is so lightweight, the force of the rising, hot air is strong enough to 
quickly lift it upward. As it rises, it cools and then falls back to the surface.  
 

2. What objects can you think of that scientists utilize that follow these three principles? 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 

 
Challenge: 
Does the shape of the tea bag matter?  Try tea bags not in a cylindrical shape. Research how 
rockets and hot air balloons work and write a bit about it below: 

 

 
 

Experiment #2: Matchstick Merry-Go-Round. 

1. Lay one nickel on a flat surface and balance the other nickel on top, vertically.  
2. Carefully place a matchstick across the balanced nickel. 
3. Place a plastic cup over the matchstick and nickels. 
4. Blow up your balloon.  
5. Quickly rub the balloon against your shirt or hair to generate static electricity. 
6. Rotate the balloon around the outside of the plastic cup. 
7. What does the match do? _____________________________ 
8. Draw your experiment below: 

 
 
 
 
 
 



Notes: 
1. What science principles make the matchstick rotate? ________________ and 

_________________ 
 

2. When you rub the balloon on your hair or fabric, you give the balloon additional 
______________, generating a negative static charge. The match has a ___________ 
charge. 

3. When an object has a _______________ charge, it will repel the electrons of other 
objects and attract that object’s protons. When the neutrally charged object is 
lightweight, the negatively charged object will attract the lightweight object, making it try 
to follow the negatively charged object until it loses its charge.  

4. Will this experiment work without the nickels? _______ Why or why 
not?__________________________________________________________________ 

 

Challenge: 

Try changing the amount of time or speed in which you rub the balloon.  Try different objects to 
rub your balloon on.  Which objects give you more and less static electricity?  How far away can 
you move the balloon from the cup and still get the match to spin or how quickly can you make 
the match spin without it falling off of the balanced nickel? 

 


